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At the June International Guide DogFederation's
Conference in London, Elizabeth Roe and Iane
Madigan gave a presentation on exploring the use
of the Tellington TTouch method within a guide
dog training programme.

The presentation was a collaboration between
two schools: RoyalNew Zealand Foundation of
the BlindGuide Dog Services and Canadian Guide
Dogs for the Blind. Iane and Lizare both guild
registered Tellington TTouch practitioners and
have worked together on exploring how the TT
method and techniques can be applied in a guide
dog programme. Although the work being under-
taken in this area by both guide dog schools is in
the initial stages, sufficient positive results have
been seen to warrant further discussion and
investigation into the use of these techniques,
and how the TTouch method may impact upon
the dog's sensory system. The commencement of
training is a significant time for a young dog. The
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change can impact on a dog, resulting in
increased anxiety, reduced concentration and it
can influence their ability to learn. Incorporating
a variety of methods can help to identify and
meet the individual needs of each dog. The
Tellington TTouch method can provide various
tools which help to make this transition from
puppy scheme to training a less stressful time for
the dog.

Tellington TTouch was developed by Linda
Tellington Iones. It evolved from Linda's exten-
sive range of experience with animals, combined
with her study of the Feldenkrais method, which
is an approach designed to improve human
functioning by increasing self awareness through
movement. The primary focus ofTTouch is to
help the dog to become more relaxed which can
influence a dogs receptiveness to learn. The
techniques may help a guide dog to develop
skills that will enhance its body movement, bal-
ance and body awareness. There is also potential
to broaden the trainers understanding of the
dog's ability and temperament. We believe that
by using these techniques, geared towards the
individual dog, we may be able to influence the
quality of guide dog produced.

Wraps can enhance a dogs sense of its own body and
influence its confidence. They can be used to help improve
movement, posture and balance and help to calm an
excitable or fearful dog.

With the use of various props you can create a
stimulating obstacle course which can help to improve a
dogs co-ordination, focus and confidence. Leading
exercises through a confidence course can help the dog
to experience and explore different ways to move,
thereby, influencing their self carriage and balance.

The balance leash helps the dog to learn to hold its
own balance. This can influence the dogs confidence
and self control.



A common question asked
about the Tellington TTouch
method is, "What is the
difference between TTouch
and massage?"

TIouch Method
There are two main areas in the
TTouch method - body work and
ground work.

Body work consists of body wraps
which are used to enhance a dog's
sense of its own body and influence its
confidence in movements and
behaviour and specific ttouches which
are based on specific circular
movements, slides and lifts that can be
applied all over the body These can be
used for a variety of reasons, including
helping to relax the dog and identifying
tension patterns in the body

Ground Work includes leading
exercises which can help the dog to
gain more self control by bringing it
back into physical balance. A
confidence course can be made from
various props designed to create a
stimulating course. These exercises can
help to improve the dog's co-ordination
and confidence. Through these
exercises, we are looking to give the
dog different experiences, and to move
the dog in non habitual ways. It is
important to remember that each dog
will only develop as far as its own
potential and this is very specific and
varies for each dog.

A common question asked about the
TelIington TTouch method is, 'What is
the difference between TTouch and
massage?"

TTouch is about working just below the
level of the skin with the intent of
giving sensory (tactile) input to the
nervous system and enhancing body
awareness. Using a light pressure
touch, TTouch enhances sensory
processing and integration. Massage
has many different forms but typically,
the emphasis is on the deeper tissues
of the body, including muscles and
tendons. Both approaches encourage
relaxation and the release of bracing
patterns but the intent ofTTouch is to
achieve a level of engaged focus, (be er
to learn new behaviours), rather than
deeper states of relaxation."

Kathy Cascade TTouch Instructor

For more information, please contact
either Liz or jane.

LizRoe
t + 64 9269 0400 e Iroe@rnzjb.oTg..nz
lane Madigan
t +1613 6927777 e cgdb@sympaticn.CIl

Reflections on IGDF Seminar
2008 from a first time delegate

Hilary Evart
Guide Dogs for the Blind USA

Now that I am back at my desk and
able to reflect on the excitement of
the summer, it is time to record some
thoughts about my experience as a
first time delegate at an International
Guide Dog Federation conference.

For the past several years, I had been putting a lot
of energy into my own organisation's decision to
implement an Adult Leaming initiative, and was
encouraged by GOB leadership to share informa-
tion about the preparations, implementation and
results of our work with others in the field.
Fortunately the selection committee of the IGOF
"Journey to Independence" 2008 Seminar accepted
our proposal to present - and off I went to London.

To be sure, when I first arrived in London, I was
dealing with jet lag and a general slippage in orien-
tation. It was good to see some familiar faces in
the Renaissance Hotel lobby, both eo-workers from
GOB, and other individuals who had spent time on
our campuses. I was also happy to meet seminar
organiser, jennifer Burford, with whom I had corre-
sponded before the trip and, who now seemed to
be everywhere at once, as she smoothed the way
for conference participants and procedures.

I was eagerly awaiting the start of the confer-
ence as I settled myself down (way down) in my
seat at the hotel's York Theatre. I resisted the urge
to play with the monitor, knobs and dials that were
available at each seat. Later, I learned that the
hardware included a mic that would allow an
audience member's question to be broadcast
throughout the room. Soon, Bridget Warr, Chair of
IGOF, approached the lectern to welcome delegates
from over 23 countries and 66 different guide dog
schools and related organisations. We were ready
to begin the tenth IGOF seminar, which would be
held concurrently with the Assistance Dog
International conference, and allow for some joint
working and social sessions.

The conference was structured so all plenary
sessions could be attended by participants, and
groups of workshops would run concurrently pro-
viding choices to satisfy attendees' special areas of
interest. I enjoyed perusing my catalogue, as I plot-
ted out my own plans for the four day event.
Generously spread throughout the programme
were opportunities (e.g. coffee and dessert breaks)
to socialize and share ideas and information with
colleagues from our field. It was during those
breaks that I was most keenly aware of what spe-
dal drcurnstances surrounded me. I was getting a
swift education about the cultural and program-
matic differences between the various organisa-
tions, but even more obvious, was a common
camaraderie, passion and rich dedication to service
in this field I was gaining a new perspective of my
Place in this global and historical context.

: enjoyed something about each of the sessions
= attended. I was especially inspired by the enthusi-
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asm and perseverance in Mira Katalenic and
Iuliana Gyorgy Matesic's story of hard-won success
in establishing a guide dog school in Croatia. Just
as intriguing was Peter van der Heijden's presenta-
tion of a Netherlands field trial of guide dog mobili-
ty supported by GPS navigation. I left with a better
understanding of the limitations of current GPS
technology, yet also gained more optimism, for the
potential of these systems. While I savoured my
ability to move from session to session, in the back
of my mind, I knew that my turn to present was
soon approaching.

I felt fortunate that my plenary session was
scheduled for later in the conference. It had given
me time to recover from jet lag. meet many of the
people whom I would be addressing, and acclima-
tise to the general IGDF scene. To clear my head on
the moming of my presentation, I went for a run
along the recreational path bordering the airport's
frontage road. There were few people out that
moming but, when I saw a bicycle approaching, I
shifted slightly to the right to let it pass. It seemed
to shift along with me. I moved more obviously to

~•• Iwas getting a swift educa-
tion about the cultural and pro-
grammatic differences between
the various organisations "

the right and did not immediately understand why
the policeman who was riding the bicycle seemed
surprised at my action. That is when I remem-
bered that the rules of the road were different in
this part of the world. No collision, no harm, so I
happily retumed to the hotel to ready for my turn
on stage.

We have been warned to speak slowly to allow
for the simultaneous French and Japanese transla-
tions that were being provided during plenary ses-
sions. Doug Roberts of The Seeing Eye introduced
me and the title of my presentation, "New
Programmes at Guide Dogs for the Blind - a delib-
erate shift to adult learning methods". Conscious
of my enthusiasm for the information I was to
share, it was with a concerted effort that I kept my
voice unhurried. I calmly covered how GDB had
made a purposeful decision to reframe our client
services using the tenets of adult learning. I
described how we have altered our programmes
and our attitudes to recognize the client as prima-
ry driver in the learning process. It was an honour
to address the international audience before me.
And it was gratifying after the presentation to
speak with individuals, who found our ideas exhil-
arating, and who wanted to know more.

Since retuming to Oregon, Ihave communicat-
ed with a number of the individuals whom I had
met in London. We can, and I'm sure we will, con-
tinue to exchange thoughts and opinions using the
internet. Nonetheless, I look forward to the next
time that I am privileged to spend time with these
colleagues face to face. In case you missed Hilary's
presentation, you can read the white paper at:
www.guidedogs.comJadultlearning
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